
The law of conservation of energy: 
Energy cannot be created or destroyed. It can only be transferred, stored or 

dissipated. 
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Work and power
Work done is the amount of energy transferred by a force and is 
measured in joules.
The formula to calculate work done is: 
Work (J) = Force (N) x Distance (m)

Power is  how much energy is transferred to the device a second. 
Power (w) = Energy (j) / time (s) 

Kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy 

GPE= Mass x height x gravitational field strength

Mass – Kg
Height –meters
Gravitational field strength –N/kg
GPE (gravi tational potential energy) – Joules 

Sankey diagram
The width of the arrow represents the 
amount of energy – an arrow twice as 

wise will represent twice as much 
energy. Diagrams should be labeled with 

the type of energy and the amount of 
energy in joules to show energy input 
and energy output (wasted + useful)

This diagram show that 100J went into 
the appliance. 10J dissipated through 

heat, and 10J light energy (useful)

Efficiency:
How good a device is at transferring energy input to useful energy 
output is called efficiency.

Energy in – Joules
Energy out – joules 
Energy efficiency – Energy does not have any units it is a percentage

Energy can be transferred in 4 ways:
1. Mechanically 
2. Electrically
3. Heating
4. Radiation

Key words Definition

Energy The ability to do work against a force

Dissipated 
(waste) energy

Is energy that cannot be used and is lost to the external environment. 
Often as heat or sound. 

Light energy Or electromagnetic energy that travels in transversewaves

Sound energy The movement of energy through substances in the form of compression 
waves. 

Thermal (heat) 
energy

The internal energy of a substance due to vibration of atoms and molecules 
making up the substance

Electrical energy The energy from flow of electric charge (moving electrons)

Kinetic energy The energy of a moving object

Light Or electromagnetic energy that travels in transversewaves

Sound The movement of energy through substances in the form of compression 
waves. 

Thermal (heat) The internal energy of a substance due to vibration of atoms and molecules 
making up the substance

Gravitational 
potential energy

The energy of an object at height

Chemical  
potential energy

The energy stored in chemical bonds,such as those between molecules

Elastic potential 
energy

The energy stored when an object is stretched or squashed. 

Nuclear energy The energy stored in the nucleus of an atom

Thermal energy:
Energy can be transferred by conduction, convection and 
radiation. Insulation is used to stop heat energy transfers from 
buildings and the human body.
Conduction: is the transfer of thermal energy through direct 
contact.
Convection:  is the transfer of thermal energy through the 
movement of a l iquid or gas.
Radiation:  radiation is a type of electromagnetic radiation that 
involves waves and not particles (convection and conduction)
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